
WORKFORCE ANALYTICS

Aurion Analytics provides interactive payroll 
and HR dashboards displaying historical, 
current and forecast information. Track your 
corporate key performance indictors with 
visually stunning maps, graphs and tables. 
Assign goals and collaborate on the metrics  
that matter to you.

With a few clicks, you can filter a range of 
business metrics to change your view of, and 
better understand your workforce. 
Aurion Analytics includes a high performance 
datamart providing historical, current and 
forecast information optimised for business  
intelligence.

The Aurion Analytics datamart powers our 
interactive dashboards, and can be integrated 
to other external business intelligence and 
workforce management tools to support 
strategic planning across multiple business 
systems within your business.

BENEFITS
+ Gain full visibility of critical people data
+ Track key metrics against your defined
   targets to ensure full compliance and cost
   reduction.
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Aurion Analytics provides highly 
optimised tools for business analysis 
and intelligence. Using Aurion 
Analytics, you can build a full picture 
of the key HR and payroll metrics 
within your business and support 
workforce management initiatives 
across key business systems.

+ Access pre-configured dashboards that are
   ready for your business with minimal setup
   configuration.
+ Customise dashboards to the needs of your
   business - Aurion Analytics provides a         
   highpowered data analysis and visualisation     
   layer which can be used to build custom    
   reports and dashboards.

KEY FEATURES
Unlock insights, right out of the box
Aurion Analytics gives your organisation 
preloaded people and payroll dashboards and 
metrics. Now your organisation can quickly 
gain valuable insights from your HR metrics, 
uncover trends and visualise key performance 
indicators.
View vital workforce metrics including:
+ Diversity - gender, workforce participation/
   representation against targets
+ Headcount and turnover against targets
+ Movements in, out and within your
   organisation
+ Leave analysis including absence analysis
   against targets.

Build your own custom dashboards 
and reports
As every business is different, Aurion Analytics 
provides a data analytics and visualisation 
layer which can be used to draw data from the 
Analytics datamart into custom reports and 
dashboards. Reports and dashboards can be 
built by your BI specialists or we can provide 
expert BI consulting services to support you.
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Aurion Datamart
Aurion Analytics is powered by the Analytics 
datamart – an Analytics-specific data schema 
including current and historical data required 
for complex data analysis

The Analytics datamart includes highly 
optimised data for business intelligence 
which can be used with Aurion Analytics 
preconfigured dashboards and customer 
tools, or integrated with external business 
intelligence and workforce management tools 
to support strategic planning across multiple 
business systems within your business.

CONTACT US TODAY
email sales@aurion.com.au
or call 1300 287 466.
With a 30 year heritage in payroll and HRIS 
software solutions, Aurion is the trusted partner 
of hundreds of organisations and government 
agencies. Put  simply, Aurion designs and 
deploys the best people and payroll software 
that makes work life easy.
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